
Ultimate Scavenger Hunt 

By Erik w/ a “K” Williams 

Below is a Scavenger Hunt list. I tried to make it as generic as possible, but of course you 
need to make it fit your area. Below the list, check out the rules, twists and tips you can 
use!  

5,000 Points 
Someone being put in cuffs by a police officer 
In front of the movie theater (pick a specific G-rated movie that is out at the time) 
Doing a human pyramid near a triangle shape (anything will do) 
One person splashing the rest of the group 
Everyone jumping off a short wall/curb, but everyone must be in the air 
Doing exactly what a sign says 
Take pic from above of everyone making the shape of a heart 
Ordering at a drive-thru 
Talking on a pay phone (this could be really tough or impossible) 
Recreating the Beatles Abbey Road album cover 
Doing the YMCA in front of the YMCA (YWCA is acceptable) 
Holding hands with a statue 
On a playground 
“I can’t believe we all fit in here!” 
Jumping on a trampoline 
Recreate a scene from a Disney movie 
Out of state license plate 
Playing cards 
Under a bridge 
Playing leapfrog 
Everyone doing headstands 
Behind the pulpit of the church 

10,000 Points 
Wearing a firefighters helmet 
Someone eating a worm (mmm, protein) 
With someone who has a handlebar mustache (a real one) 
Giving a piggy back to a complete stranger 
Holding a $.27 gas receipt 
Behind a cash register at a grocery store with an apron on 
One person in your group swimming fully clothed 
With someone wearing a wolf shirt 
Everyone with blue lips (hint: blue raspberry jolly rancher does the trick) 
Reading a book to kids under 5 



15,000 
* If the wolf shirt is a triple wolf shirt. 

LIST OF RULES: 
No speeding 
No breaking of any laws 
Be smart 
Be kind to people 
Don’t get arrested 

TWISTS: 
No vehicles, just feet 
Video hunt - use iMovie app and do the trailer mode or another app to make mini 
highlight videos 
Do it Amazing Race style and include speed bumps and road blocks 
Use Instagram and have everyone #hashtag their pics so you can find them all in one 
place 

BONUS TIPS:  

If you are going in cars/vans have teams split up and have them come up with a fun 
team name. Maybe give everyone matching colored headbands. Make sure every team 
has a camera phone. Have a rule that everyone needs to be in the picture (unless there is 
no one else to take the picture). Give everyone a specified amount of time. 1 hour is great 
and they can come back and view all of the pics in your meeting place. Give away group 
prizes and random individual prizes (ie. Guy who got the most “No’s” from strangers; 
Girl who didn’t hesitate when asked to volunteer to eat the worm; etc. 


